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Abstract: In this paper, a feasibility study of a microwave antenna-based sensor is proposed for
in vitro experiments for monitoring blood glucose levels. The proposed device consists of a square-
ring incorporated within a fully textile monopole antenna to absorb and sense different glucose
concentrations, covering patients with different diabetic conditions. The designed antenna-sensor is
optimized to operate at 2.4 GHz. The sensing principle is based on the resonance frequency shift of
the reflection response of the antenna-based sensor under different glucose levels. The experiments
were carried out with blood mimicking by means of aqueous solutions, using D(+)- glucose/water in
different concentrations for various diabetic conditions of type-2 diabetes. The performance of the em-
broidered antenna-based sensor is characterized and validated using a convenient setup for in vitro
measurements. The results demonstrated the ability of the proposed antenna-based sensor to cover
all the glucose levels of the diabetes range, including hypoglycemia (10–70 mg/dL), normoglycemia
(80–110 mg/dL) and hyperglycemia (130–190 mg/dL) with a sensitivity of 350 kHz/(mg/dL). Besides
its ability to detect different glucose concentrations of various diabetic conditions, the proposed
antenna-sensor presents diverse features such as a simplistic design, compact size, wearability and
low cost. The proposed textile device demonstrates a proof of concept for efficient in vitro blood
glucose level measurements and diagnostics of diabetes.

Keywords: antenna-sensor; frequency shift; glucose detection; microwave sensing; sensitivity; textile
monopole antenna

1. Introduction

Human beings suffer from several diseases related to genetic or lifestyle factors. Dia-
betes mellitus (DM) is one of the most common illnesses increasingly expanding among
humankind, and it is a critical worldwide health problem due to the increase of diabetes
patients and the lack of treatment [1]. Diabetes is caused by the malfunction of the insulin-
producing cells of the pancreas. Insulin is a hormone that helps regulate the level of blood
glucose, and it also helps introduce glucose molecules into cells for storage or energy
production [2]. This illness can cause many complications in the human body including
stroke, kidney failure, heart attacks and peripheral arterial disease. According to the World
Health Organization (WHO), 422 million people worldwide have diabetes, particularly in
low-and middle-income countries, and the number will increase to 592 million in 2035 [3].
According to the International Diabetes Federation (IDF), the diabetes is categorized into
three main categories as Type-1 diabetes, Type-2 diabetes and gestational diabetes (GDM).
The Type-2 is the most common among diabetics and accounts for around 90% of all dia-
betes cases [4,5]. The blood glucose level is classified into three categories: Hypoglycemia,
Normoglycemia and Hyperglycemia [6]. The first one is typically defined as a blood
glucose level less than 70 mg/dL. The primary signs and symptoms of hypoglycemia
include shivering, accelerated heartbeat, dizziness and others [7]. When the patients feel
any of these symptoms, they should consume food or drinks high in sugar until their blood
glucose levels reach the normal range. The second one is the state of having a normal level
of blood glucose and it encompasses the range of 80 to 110 mg/dL. The last category, called
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hyperglycemia, was defined by WHO as a blood glucose level greater than 120 mg/dL
and it is considered one of the most dangerous conditions for diabetic patients because it
causes more complications such as nerve damage, cardiovascular disease, feet problems
and eye diseases [8]. Therefore, diabetics have to check their blood glucose levels regularly
to reduce the danger of additional illness.

In the literature, there are various techniques developed for glucose monitoring
levels including Raman spectroscopy [9,10], electrochemistry [11], reverse iontophoresis
(RI) [12] and optical [13], on which the researchers have been working to measure blood
glucose levels. Microwave sensing is considered as a promising technique for monitoring
blood glucose levels due to the miniaturization of the involved electronic systems, ease of
handing, cost-effectiveness and quick response time [14]. The operation principle in most
of the microwave sensors is based on detecting the variations in the dielectric properties
of different concentrations of blood glucose on the sensing area. The changes in dielectric
properties of the liquid under test in the sensing area are perceived and explained by
the sensing parameters (resonance frequency and/or amplitude) of a readout device. To
enhance the sensitivity and generate high-accuracy measurement results, the liquid under
test should be placed in the zone of a high intensity electric field.

Recently, antennas operating as sensors established a growing demand for monitoring
blood glucose levels [15]. Several studies have been reported in the literature using
antenna-based sensors to detect blood glucose levels [16–18]. In [16], a microstrip patch
antenna-sensor was developed to monitor blood glucose levels in an in vitro experiment.
The glucose concentration ranged from 0 to 400 mg/dL, and the antenna-based sensor
demonstrated a sensitivity of 25 kHz/(mg/dL). A planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA) was
used as a sensor to test three diabetic conditions [17]. The antenna-sensor was optimized
to operate at 530 MHz. A resonance frequency shift of 3.54 kHz/(mg/dL) was observed
according to the change of glucose concentration. All the devices mentioned above used
conventional electronic rigid substrates. Printed circuit boards (PCBs) are implemented by
means of commercial substrates that are not suitable for electronic textile applications.

Wearable electronic textiles have grown rapidly in recent years for various research
fields such as communication, sensing, information and medical [19]. Electronic textiles
(e-textiles) could be developed on common clothes which are lighter and more comfortable
than those implemented on PCBs, and they can also easily adapt to rapid changes in
the computational and sensing conditions of any application. Recently, textile materials
have been getting more attention due to their special characteristics including low weight,
integration level, softness and flexibility [20].

In the current study, a textile embroidered monopole antenna-based sensor is proposed
for monitoring blood glucose levels for in vitro experiment. The designed antenna-sensor
was optimized to operate at 2.4 GHz. Different glucose concentrations were prepared to
cover diabetes patients with Hypoglycemia, Normoglycemia and Hyperglycemia. The
remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the methodology of the
antenna-sensor design as well as the preparation of the blood mimicking aqueous solutions.
Section 3 presents the results of the proposed antenna-based sensor for three diabetic
conditions. A comparison of different techniques for detecting glucose concentration using
microwave sensors is presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 exhibits the main conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Antenna-Sensor Design

To design an antenna-sensor and perform a realistic simulation, the substrate-related
parameters have to be defined. For textile materials, it is essential to determine the per-
mittivity and the losses of the substrates. A split-post dielectric resonator (SPDR) was
used to characterize the dielectric parameters of the textile substrate by means of the
resonance method. Felt was chosen as a substrate due to its low loss tangent and low cost
in comparison with other fabrics. The experimental dielectric constant and loss tangent
of the felt fabric were εr = 1.2 and tan δ = 0.0013. Furthermore, an electronic outside
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micrometer was used to measure the thickness (h = 0.7 mm) of the felt substrate. The fabric
material corresponds to a non-woven structure with a 100% polyester (PES) composition.
The conductive antenna-sensor layer is embroidered by means of a commercial conductive
yarn (Shieldex 117/17 dtex 2-ply) made of 99% pure silver-plated nylon yarn 140/17 dtex
with a linear resistance < 30 Ω/cm.

The design of the proposed antenna-based sensor mainly consisted of a square ring
(radiation part) and a partial ground plane. This antenna-sensor is designed to operate at
2.4 GHz. The embroidered textile monopole antenna-sensor was fabricated using a Singer
Futura XL embroidery machine. The manufacturing embroidery process is depicted in
Figure 1. Starting with the simulated design of the antenna-sensor using the commercial
CST Studio Suite 3D full electromagnetic simulator 2019, the geometry of the proposed
antenna-sensor as well as the sensing area are presented in Figure 1a. A parametric study
was performed by means of a geometric tuning process on various parameters such as
length and width of the substrate and square-ring of the proposed antenna-sensor in order
to obtain better insight into the physical behavior of the antenna and to optimize its behavior
at 2.4 GHz. The list of the optimized geometrical parameters are detailed in Table 1. The
desired design layout was digitized, converting the antenna-sensor shape into the path that
the needle was going to follow in the embroidery machine. After importing the file which
contained the identification of the desired geometry into the embroidery machine in digital
format, the computerized embroidery process was implemented to embroider the conductive
part of the design. A needle with the conductive yarn was threaded through the substrate
material and interwoven with a bobbin assistant yarn to form the stitch (Figure 1b). The
stitches appeared the same on the top and bottom of the felt substrate. A satin fill stitch
pattern was selected and implemented because it was well-suited to a narrow shape. This
fact ensures the required resolution for the antenna dimensions. The final embroidered
prototype of the textile antenna-sensor is shown in Figure 1c.
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Table 1. Geometrical parameters of the proposed antenna-sensor.

Parameters Dimensions (mm)

w 35
l 35

wf 3.1
lf 19
a 15.4
b 9.4
lg 5

2.2. Samples Preparation and Test Setup

The entire human blood consists of glucose and other components, as well as water
which accounts for a major proportion of its volume. Therefore, it can be predicted that
the dielectric properties of the blood are related to the properties of aqueous glucose
solutions. To imitate the blood behavior for in vitro experiments, several aqueous glucose
concentrations were prepared by mixing distilled water and D(+)- glucose powder for
various diabetic conditions of type-2 diabetes.. The glucose/water solutions were prepared
to verify the functionality of the proposed antenna-based sensor.

The glucose/water solutions were prepared to cover diabetes patients for three states
concerning glucose concentration level (Gcon):

• Hypoglycemia: Gcon ≤ 70 mg/dL.
• Normoglycemia: 80 ≤ Gcon ≤ 110 mg/dL.
• Hyperglycemia: Gcon > 120 mg/dL.

To test the antenna-sensor response for different concentration at each diabetic condi-
tion, three sets of samples were prepared. Each set consisted of four newly embroidered
antenna-sensors for a specific state of the diabetes patients. A photograph of the measure-
ment setup is shown in Figure 2. A digital micropipette device was used to drop a specific
volume of each concentration on the sensing area. To reduce the measurement errors due
to uncertainty in the solution volume, a minimum volume considered of V = 2 µL was
selected for testing different glucose concentrations. The antenna-sensor was connected to
an N9916A FieldFox microwave analyzer operating as a vector network analyzer (VNA) for
recording data of the return loss for the in vitro experiment. Throughout the experiment,
the controlled environmental conditions were maintained. Absorbed solutions in the sens-
ing area (square ring) with various concentrations of glucose alter the dielectric properties
of the substrate and therefore reflection measurements are expected to change accordingly.
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3. Results

In order to verify the accuracy of the fabrication technique of the antenna-sensor
design, 12 antenna-sensors (same as presented in Figure 1a) were fabricated for testing
and validation. All the fabricated antenna-sensors were tested in free space by measuring
the return loss. The return loss of the simulated and measured device are compared in
Figure 3. We presented five samples (S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5) as an example to emphasize
consistency of our antenna-sensor output. The measured return loss of five fabricated
antenna-sensors presented a slight deflection between measured and simulated results
due to manufacturing tolerance. The simulated return loss reaches −24 dB at resonance
frequency 2.4 GHz.
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All the measured results of the embroidered antenna-sensor have a resonant frequency
of 2.4 GHz and exhibited a small declination in the amplitude of the return loss due to
embroidery fabrication tolerance.

RF Response of the Glucose Level

The radio frequency (RF) microwave sensing of the glucose level relies on the reso-
nance concept of the antenna-sensor. The main principle is based on the detection of the
change in the RF signal induced by different concentrations of the glucose/water solutions,
which present different dielectric properties. 12 measurements are performed to verify the
functionality of the proposed antenna-sensor for several diabetic conditions. The measure-
ment setup of the antenna-sensors is shown in Figure 2. Three sets of samples are prepared,
with each set dedicated to one of the diabetic conditions. The initial testing was performed
for four antenna-sensors to cover diabetes patients with hypoglycemia (10–70 mg/dL)
within in vitro experiments. A second test was implemented for the glucose-based aqueous
solution range from 80 to 110 mg/dL of four new fabricated antenna-sensors to cover dia-
betes patients with normoglycemia. Finally, the last four new microwave antenna-sensors
were tested to reach the indicated concentrations for hyperglycemia (130–190 mg/dL) dia-
betic condition. All samples were tested with a fixed-volume micropipette and the return
loss was immediately recorded (<6 s) after the solution was dropped on the sensing area.

When the textile antenna-sensor absorbs certain solutions, the electrical properties
such as the resonance frequency are expected to change, since the overall permittivity
of the textile substrate was modified. Therefore, the frequency shift was considered
as the principal sensing parameter of the proposed antenna-sensor. The square ring
was selected as the sensing area to apply a drop of 2 µL by micropipette of different
concentrations, which can generate a detectable shift in the resonance frequency. Different
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glucose/water solutions correspond to different dielectric properties. Therefore, this
alteration in dielectric properties produced a shift in the resonance frequency. The return
loss response of the antenna-sensor was recorded for each of the indicated concentrations
for different diabetic conditions. Figure 4 illustrates the measured return loss of the
proposed antenna-sensor for three diabetic conditions with a zoom-in zone of the main
resonance points. The distilled water was considered as a reference sample. Due to the
higher constant dielectric of the distilled water, the resonance frequency in the air shifted
by 100 MHz. We observed that the resonance frequency of the antenna-based sensor for
each diabetic condition shifts up when increasing the concentration of the glucose/water
solutions. The electromagnetic interaction between the antenna-based sensor and glucose
with a different dielectric constant was the main cause of the change in resonance frequency.
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The behavior of the proposed device can be understood as an antenna-based sensor
whose resonance frequency was altered by absorbing different glucose/water concentra-
tions for each diabetic condition. This device can help to distinguish the glucose levels
in diabetes patients. After recording the antenna-sensor performance results, a linear
regression analysis was applied to evaluate the resonance frequency with various con-
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centrations of glucose/water solutions for each diabetic condition. Figure 5 presents the
applied linear regression of the resonance frequency shift for the three diabetic condi-
tions. It can be observed that the results show a good linear relationship between different
glucose concentrations and the resonance frequency shift. The obtained results reveal a
correlation coefficient (R2) of 0.96 between the indicated concentrations and the resonance
frequency shift.
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4. Discussion

This paper exhibits proof of how RF signals may be used to differentiate various
glucose concentrations, covering diabetic patients with hypoglycemia, normoglycemia and
hyperglycemia within in vitro experiments. The main concept is based on the absorption of
different glucose/water solutions by the textile substrate on the sensing area. Therefore, the
resonance frequency of the antenna-based sensor changes due to the variation in dielectric
properties of different glucose concentrations inside the sensing area. Furthermore, the
microwave measurements of the proposed antenna-sensor succeed to distinguish different
glucose concentrations for the three diabetic conditions. In order to demonstrate the
performance of our device, a comparison of the proposed antenna-sensor with previous
works is listed in Table 2. It can be observed to have excellent sensor sensitivity and a
reasonable measurement range of glucose concentrations. The sensing parameter is based
on the resonance frequency of reflection response in some of the microwave sensors, while
others used the resonance frequency of the transmission response variations for sensing.
The sensitivity (S) was defined by the resonant frequency shift that the sensor can achieve
for a unit change in glucose concentration. The proposed antenna-sensor offers higher
sensitivity in comparison with microwave sensors reported in the literature which are
based on various sensing mechanisms. Moreover, the area of the proposed antenna-sensor
is competitive in comparison with the reported works. All of the techniques reported
in Table 2 used rigid substrates. Therefore, the proposed work is a novel approach for
monitoring blood glucose levels based on a textile antenna.
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Table 2. Comparisons of different techniques for detecting glucose concentration using microwave sensors.

Ref Measurement
Technique

Concentration
(mg/dL) Area (mm2)

Resonant
Frequency

(GHz)
Substrate Sensing

Parameters
S (kHz per

mg/dL)

[21]
Rectangular
Waveguide

Cavity
0–25,000 110 × 54.5 1.9 Rigid fr(S21) 0.4

[17] Inverted-F
Antenna (PIFA) 0–530 38 × 38 0.53 Rigid fr(S11) 3.54

[22] CSRR resonator 70–150 59 × 20 1–6 Rigid (FR-4) fr(S21) 67–11

[23] Split ring
resonator 0–5000 50 × 20 4.18 Rigid (Rogers

RT6006) fr(S21) 26

[16] Microstrip Patch
Antenna-Sensor 0–400 42.97 × 34.60 2.4 Rigid fr(S11) 25

[24]

Distributed
MEMS

transmission
lines (DMTL)

0–347.8 - 16 Rigid fr(S11) 16.4

[25] Single-port
sensor 100–1000 55 × 30 4.8 Rigid (Rogers

RO3006) fr(S11) 14

This
work

Monopole
Antenna-Sensor 0–190 35 × 35 2.4 Textile fr(S11) 350

5. Conclusions

In this article, a textile monopole antenna-based sensor was presented for the monitor-
ing of glycemia level for diabetes. The performance of the antenna-sensor was practically
validated. The measured results of the return loss in free space presented a good agree-
ment with the simulation at 2.4 GHz. The proposed antenna-sensor was tested on in vitro
experiments to verify the functionality of the microwave glucose antenna-sensor. A blood
mimicking aqueous solution was prepared for different concentrations to cover diabetes
patients with hypoglycemia, normoglycemia and hyperglycemia relevant to type-2 dia-
betes. The sensing method is based on the absorption of different glucose concentrations by
textiles on the sensing area. The textile antenna-based sensor uses reflection measurement
to monitor the glucose level change in the resonant frequency. The detection of different
glucose/water solutions is based on the variation of the dielectric properties of the sensing
area which produce a significant shift in the resonant frequency. A linear regression was
applied to the resonant frequency shift and a good correlation can be clearly seen between
glucose concentration and the frequency shift. The results demonstrate the capability of the
proposed device to cover all the glucose levels of diabetes, hypoglycemia, normoglycemia
and hyperglycemia, with a sensitivity of 350 kHz/(mg/dL). The proposed antenna-sensor
presents a higher sensitivity compared to existing microwave sensors reported in the litera-
ture; together with other features such as simple design, low cost and miniature size, it can
therefore be used as a preliminary screening for monitoring blood glucose levels.
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